BLASTING GELATINE, BALLISTITE AND
PROGRESSIVE-POWDER
vibrator. It was only increasing ill-health that forced him to give
up work during the last years of his life. He died in 1912.
During the years of his prime Liedbeck was in many respects the
embodiment of the best qualities of a brilliant engineer and factory-
manager. He was indeed appreciated everywhere on account of
his personality and his capabilities, and he was loved in the
circles with which he came into touch both in Sweden and abroad.
Barbe, especially, who was in many respects an entirely different
kind of character from Liedbeck, had an extraordinary regard for
him.
In expenditure on apparatus Liedbeck was not at all inclined to
be cheeseparing; his estimates and the accounts which he passed
sometimes aroused the misgivings of Nobel and Barbe, who were
very keen on economy; but it became the custom to terminate any
further discussion with the remark : " Cest Liedbeck—faut bien
payer ! " Until their death Liedbeck was on the most excellent
terms with both Alfred and Robert Nobel. Although, as a result
of his increasing deafness, his meetings with Alfred Nobel became
less frequent as the years went on, their friendship was kept alive
by correspondence. Nobel's last English patent, which was
granted after his death, and the subject of which was a progressive
nitro-cellulose powder, together with the apparatus for manu-
facturing it, had .been applied for jointly with Liedbeck, who had
constructed the apparatus.
In spite of his long residence abroad, Liedbeck was always a
typical Swede ; and this is not surprising, for he was a grandson
of Per Henrik Ling, the " Gothic " poet, more generally famous
as the founder of the system of physical exercises called after him.
We find a number of other Swedes amongst the pioneers in the
explosives industry which grew up on the basis of Nobel's discovery.
Theodor Winkler, Alfred Nobel's partner, although he had no real
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